
MENU 
BREAKFAST 

Mornings at True Ibiza start with a positive and energetic atmosphere. With us you can fill 
vitamins and start the day in the right mood. 

Our cook Veronica will cook you English and Italian breakfasts to suit all tastes. 
You can also choose between fruit salad, yogurt with muesli, granola and fruit, croissants 

and croissants with nutella. And then how to forget the simple goodness of bread with 
nutella! 

 

 



 

STARTERS 
One of the specialties of the cook Veronica is the aperitif. Typical Spanish and Italian ritual, 
the chef manages to combine the two kitchens perfectly. Thanks to the creation of unique 
cocktails and the review of traditional cocktails combined with tasty tapas, you will have a 

dream appetizer. 
Ingredients for a perfect aperitif at True Ibiza: 

A cocktail accompanied by good music and many types of tapas! You can eat lioli, serrano 
ham, a cheese plate with honey, salmon and mascarpone, teriyaki prawns and much more!  

FIRST 
What is better than a good first in the Italian tradition? From the kitchen we offer fresh 

homemade pasta with typical Italian sauces. 
A true carbonara in the heart of Ibiza, a simple and tasty pasta with fresh tuna or a pasta 

with Bolognese sauce? It will be very difficult to choose! 
From the typical pasta of the Italian tradition, to a good Asian rice. In Ture Ibiza you will 

travel the world through our dishes! 



 

 

SECONDS 



Chef Veronica has also thought about meat or fish lovers. 
You can choose from dishes such as: beef fillet with oil, salt and rosemary to enhance the 

flavor of good meat, pork with honey and chili, tuna and salmon, fresh fish, tasty squid and 
shrimp tempura. 

Cook Veronica knows how to improve the main ingredients by combining them with spices 
and ingredients that you would not expect. 

DESSERTS 
Every gourmet after a dinner or a good lunch wants a good dessert. And True Ibiza has also 

thought about this. 
After a good meal, dessert is the icing on the cake. Chef Veronica proposes fresh fruit 

flambè, fragrant churros, crepes and a selection of exclusive artisan ice creams. All this 
clearly accompanied by a good coffee according to Italian tradition. 

My mouth is watering just thinking about it! 
 

 



 

CHILDREN 
And for the little ones? Clearly, they are welcome and we have also thought of them with a 

very good adapted menu. 
For children, we also offer a delicious children's menu with fresh and genuine products, and 

at an affordable price. 
This is how we make everyone happy! 

WINE LIST 
True Ibiza, in addition to offering the highest quality cuisine, also offers a complete wine 

selection designed for all tastes. 
You can enjoy white wines such as Finca Fabian Chardonay Eco and Menade Verdejo Eco 

Rueda. Or why not, a good glass of red wine. You will find wines such as Finca Fabian Tinto 
Eco or Paco Garcia Crianza Rioja. 

In case you want to have a rosé wine, you can enjoy the Sainte Marie Eco Provence. We also 
have a great selection of champagne to toast your special occasions. 

  



 

WHAT WE OFFER  

A FRESH DAILY MENU 

The purchases are made every morning with meat from the best butchers, fresh fish and 

vegetables from the garden.  

FRESH INGREDIENTS 

The cook Veronica chooses the best for her dishes and for her clients. At Ture Ibiza you can enjoy 

the freshness of the food.  

TASTY MEALS 

From traditional Italian dishes to traditional Spanish, Asian and fusion dishes. True Ibiza's cuisine 

is a real find!  

A CREATIVE COOK 

Veronica, after so many years of experience in cooking, is ready to cook you authentic.  

AUTHENTIC KITCHEN 

We create unique dishes to help you discover the culture and cuisine of other countries.  

MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE 

Let's make a union between Spain and Italy praising the best dishes of both cultures. 
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